TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Line Pull - Top Layer: 7,000kg
Line Pull - Bottom Layer: 16,380kg
Line Speed - Top Layer: 0 - 90m/min
Line Speed - Bottom Layer: 0 - 38m/min
Drum Speed: 0 - 30rpm
Rope Size - Typical: 16mm
Drum Width: 500mm
Drum Capacity 1,150m
Drive: Hydraulic (optional electric drive)

NOTE: Electric option shown

Description: **MPW7000H**
7 TONNE MULTI-PURPOSE WINCH
(Electric Option with Guard)

This drawing and the design shown thereon is the property of Neumann Equipment and must not be sold, lent, given away, copied, reproduced or otherwise divulged to third parties or used for manufacturing of other purposes without the written permissions of Neumann Equipment.